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You DO have the healing powers within you! Illness and Dis-Ease are created by emotional

wounds, unmet needs, and experiences stagnated in the Etheric (energy) Body. This workbook

is designed as a step-by-step guide to help you to heal the roots of your emotional and

physical pain, reprogram unhealthy patterns, and step into a life that expresses the fullness of

who you are! The exercises in this workbook include the following:*How to change negative

thoughts into the positive*How to heal limiting beliefs/inner-child healing*Parts integration*How

to improve your body image*How to align your body & being*A 10-step process to move

through physical pain*How to create healthy boundaries with others*Cutting cords & calling

back your own energy*How to release withheld emotional charge*How to find your blissful

calling & step into your purpose & passion*Walking your path visualizationThis is a doable

manual for those seeking healing, those offering it, and those who wish to rise to the next level

of their growth potential.This workbook accompanies my book, Unlocking the Body’s Wisdom:

Accessing Your Healing Powers from Within.

From the Back CoverThis book attempts to provide a comprehensive look at all of the

pathologies of muscles that are likely to be encountered in treating sports-related injuries. Its

purpose is to give the practitioner a guide for identifying injuries and choosing the best

therapeutic strategy. The first part presents the consensus view of current knowledge: the

physiology of lesions and their prognosis as well as their anatomy, clinical imaging, and

treatment. Then each of the muscles is described in turn, with a review of anatomy, clinical

examination, the results of imaging, and therapeutic choices for acute and chronic injuries. A

major section is dedicated to imaging, with the emphasis on which diagnostic methods are

best for specific injuries and how to use diagnostic imaging to determine the most suitable

therapeutic strategies. Special care has been taken to provide high-quality illustrations that

clearly show how to identify the lesion of the damaged muscle. A wealth of illustrations, many

in color, are included. Finally, the book concludes with some clinical cases and technical notes

relevant to treatment of sports-related muscle injuries.--This text refers to the hardcover

edition.About the AuthorDr Bernard Roger is consultant and official radiologist of numerous

French national teams (football, rugby and athletics). He is currently working at the Aspetar –

Orthopaedic and Sports Medicine Hospital (Doha, Qatar). Dr. Ali Guermazi is Professor of

Radiology, Vice Chair of Academic Affairs and Director of the Quantitative Imaging Center at

Boston University School of Medicine. He is Deputy Editor of Radiology (RSNA) and Expert

Consultant in Sports Medicine Imaging for multiple American and European teams.Dr Abdalla

Skaf is chair of the radiology department and sports medicine of the Hospital do Coração

(HCor) São Paulo - Brazil. He is also the President of the Teleimagem group in Brazil;

President of the Brazilian MRI committee as well as radiology consultant for soccer teams and

various national Sports societies.--This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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FeldyPT, “Highly Recommend!. You don’t have to look far to find a self help book these days.

But, UNLOCKING the BODY, by Shara Ogin, brings more to the table by helping us become

more aware of the connection to the behavior of our bodies and our emotions. With chapters

like Learning to Listen, and Posture as a Culmination of Our Life Experiences, we are

illuminated on being with ourselves with a more honest look. The book, the Body Keeps Score

by Dr. Bessel Van Der Kolk and Louises Hay’s Heal Your Body, gave us our first insights into

this concept. But, with Shara’s medical background and her somatic education in the

Feldenkrais Method, she is able to bring to light how to find ways to explore these ideas even

further. Delve into these ideas by reading her book, but more importantly use her workbook to

develop skills to navigate this for yourself.”

Renee L., “Clear and helpful. So clear and helpful- thank you!”

Brandi B, “Complimentary to the book!. Great accompaniment to the book to help you delve



deeper!”

Kapil Apshankar, “A Workbook for Simple, Authentic, Practical Healing. Louise Hay extensively

wrote about the mind body connection. Her Heal Your Life and Heal Your Body books are used

by millions the world over. Louise then expanded her Heal Your Life work by creating the Heal

Your Life Workbook. Shara has taken the same approach here, and I love it!Today, we

absolutely know that our thoughts, feelings and emotions have the potential to hurt and harm

our bodies. As a licensed and certified Heal Your Life teacher and coach in the philosophy of

Louise Hay, this workbook has been a GREAT reading. It has allowed me to discover and

explore the facets of my own healing that I did not know existed.Shara is a great author,

teacher and coach - and in this workbook, she has created a manual that will give the readers

an opportunity to heal themselves in a simple, authentic and practical way.”

The book by Shara Ogin has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 7 people have provided feedback.
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